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No.31
SUGGESTED RETAIL: £7,000.00

No.31 is nothing less than a pure reference model, sculpted from

the flanks of the remarkable No.32, but using a newly developed

12″ (350mm) all carbon fiber driver. Every facet of No.31 has

been comprehensively upgraded and refined from its

predecessor. No.31 delivers the classic Reference filter used in

No.32, the same dual parametric filters, a driver that handles

three times the power to deliver a truly thrilling experience.

Specifications

ACTIVE DRIVER SIZE &

MATERIAL

12 in. (300mm), 2.5 in. (96.5mm) long throw, carbon

fibre cone with inverted carbon fibre center cap

LOW FREQUENCY

EXTENSION

17Hz at -6 dB

OUTPUT CONNECTORS High Level Neutrik Speakon, LFE XLR, Line XLR

AMPLIFIER TYPE Class D

DUAL PARAMETRIC FILTER Yes

Protection System

D.C. FAULT Yes
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In the interest of product development, REL Acoustics Limited reserve the right to vary these

specifications without notice.

MAINS INPUT VOLTAGE 220-240 volts, 110-120 volts for certain markets

Dimensions

NET WEIGHT 114.5 lbs (52kg), shipping weight - 156 lbs (71kg)

Supplied
Accessories

NEUTRIK SPEAKON Yes (10 Meters Nominal)

USERS MANUAL Yes
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No.31
 Write a review

REFERENCE SERIES

£7,000.00

No.31 is nothing less than a pure reference model, sculpted from the flanks of the remarkable

No.32, but using a newly developed 12″ (350mm) all carbon fiber driver. Every facet of No.31

has been comprehensively upgraded and refined from its predecessor. No.31 delivers the

classic Reference filter used in No.32, the same dual parametric filters, a driver that handles

three times the power to deliver a truly thrilling experience.

FIND A DEALER (HTTPS://REL.NET/UK/DEALERS)

REL Customer Promise Learn More (https://rel.net/uk/customer-promise/)

(https://rel.net/uk/wp-

content/uploads/sites/2/2022/08/No31_TQ_Stack_V1_Grill-1-

900x665.png#gallery)

(https://rel.net/uk/wp-

content/uploads/sites/2/2022

e1660846135131-900x644.pn
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     (https://rel.net/uk/customer-promise/)

When Only the Best Will Do
(BUT YOU’VE RUN OUT OF ROOM)

No.31 exists to satisfy the needs of those who crave the finest yet have space

limitations. Whilst some can afford our flagship No.32 model, it is larger and deeper

than some rooms can accommodate. How can you best deliver No.32’s sound quality,

build quality, and thoughtful features with a more compact footprint? Enter No.31.
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BE THE FIRST TO WRITE A REVIEW

Reference Line Arrays
THE STORY BEHIND THE STACKS

My first CES, 1981 Chicago, Illinois and I felt like a kid in a candy store—from the main

floor of McCormick Center where all the big Japanese brands were showing to the Pick

Congress Hotel where the best high end audio brands showed in smaller hotel rooms—

it was heady stuff for a 22 year old...

LEARN MORE (HTTPS://REL.NET/UK/BLOG/2016-10-11/SYSTEM-THINKING/REFERENCE-LI
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Sign up and stay connected for exclusive
deals.

Email

Enter your email

Country

Select an option...

What are you into?

Home Theater Music

  

PURSUE PERFECT SOUND

(https://rel.net/uk/room-setup/)

+
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